T U B E M A P F IL M
Dir. Jared Schiller, 2013
40′ video

DIRECTIONS

Opening times
Monday – Friday 8.30am – 7.30pm
Saturday – Sunday 10am – 6pm
To see the films, please do one of the
following
– touch in and out with your Oyster card
– show this leaflet at ticket gates or
–	visit our website art.tfl.gov.uk to download
a Canary Wharf Screen ticket.
The pocket Tube map is a small leaflet
available free from all London Underground
stations. Since 2004, Art on the Underground
has commissioned artists to make covers
for the map. A new cover is required
approximately twice a year when the map is
altered to account for changes on the London
Underground network. To date, 18 artists have
made Tube map covers.
Millions of people use the pocket Tube
map, making the commission an opportunity
to bring a huge audience to each artist’s work
while also contributing to how London’s
communities experience art in their daily lives.
Each work reveals a different interpretation
of the world-famous Tube map.
Many of the artists who have made Tube
map covers feature in this documentary.
It includes interviews with many of the
participating artists, among them David
Shrigley, Barbara Kruger and Cornelia Parker.
Our current Tube map cover is made
by Mona Hatoum.
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Location within the station
Canary Wharf Screen is located at the far end
of the ticket office as you enter the station at
the main escalators.
For further information
020 7027 8694
art@tube.tfl.gov.uk
art.tfl.gov.uk
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Since May 2012, Art on the
Underground has hosted a highprofile programme of artists’
moving image at Canary Wharf
Screen in collaboration with the
UK’s primary film and video
organisations. This large-scale
project, situated in Canary Wharf
Underground station, offers com
muters, staff and other audiences
the chance to discover innovative
moving-image works by leading
contemporary artists, as well as
unusual, experimental and rarely
seen film and video from a
range of important collections
and archives.
The current programme profiles
recent Art on the Underground
commissions in moving image, an
increasingly important arena for
art and artists. As well as showing
artworks, the programme provides
insight into the context in which
Art on the Underground operates
and its impact on artists, staff and
Tube users.
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A R T O N T HE UN D ER GR OUN D :
R E C E N T M O V IN G-IM AGE
COMMISSIONS
Art on the Underground regularly commissions
temporary and permanent art projects across
the Tube network.
Between May and July 2013 Canary Wharf
Screen will present recent moving-image
commissions by Bob and Roberta Smith and
Tim Newton, Dryden Goodwin and a documen
tary about Art on the Underground’s popular
Tube map covers series featuring Jeremy Deller,
Tracey Emin and Mark Wallinger.
Canary Wharf Screen is an innovative motionpicture programme initiated by Art on the
Underground. Presented on one of the capital’s
largest public projection screens, this varied
seasonal programme brings together leading
contemporary and historical artists’ films and
videos for TfL travellers, staff and visitors free
of charge.
The inaugural 2012 series was programmed
in collaboration with Film and Video Umbrella,
Animate Projects, LUX and BFI, four of the
UK’s finest moving-image organisations.
The 2013 series will include collaborations
with other key UK institutions: the Institute of
Contemporary Arts (ICA), Tate and Film London.
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WHO IS COMMUNITY?
Bob and Roberta Smith and Tim Newton, 2012
15′ 06″ video

LINEAR
Dryden Goodwin, 2010
30′ selection of films

Who is Community? was a 2012 Art on the
Underground commission by artist Bob and
Roberta Smith and film director Tim Newton.
The film tells the story of an extraordinary
fictional meeting between Pierre de Coubertin,
the father of the modern Olympics, and the
German theorist Hannah Arendt. The com
mission was originally presented at Stratford,
the gateway to the main site of the London
2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games.
Who is Community? takes up themes of
public space, social interaction and wellbeing, as well as the democratic values that
de Coubertin hoped to advance through sport
and the revival of the ancient Olympic games.
The film was originally shown in a specially
designed structure, modelled after an original
ticket kiosk that was installed at Hainault
station in 1948. In addition, painted c ut-out
figures of Arendt and de Coubertin appeared
at various venues around Stratford, including
Stratford Circus, Stratford East Picture House
and Theatre Royal Stratford East.

Linear, by Dryden Goodwin, is a collection
of portraits of Jubilee line staff created for
Art on the Underground. The 60 individual
pencil portraits were drawn of staff at work or
at moments of pause in their day, made in a
variety of locations, including train-operator’s
cabs, signalling towers, station control rooms,
ticket offices and gates.
Accompanying the drawings are short films
recording each portrait’s progress. The films
unlock fragments of conversation and open up
the atmosphere of each encounter. Together
they form an intimate social portrait of this
community of workers. A 30-minute selection
of these films is shown here; all 60 films can
be viewed online.
Central to Linear is an acknowledgement of
the inability of a portrait to describe a subject
adequately. For Goodwin, ‘Linear exists as a
repository of insights and histories, anecdotal
and factual, revealed through the interplay of
the drawn line and conversation, that is unique
to the Jubilee line at this particular point
in time.’

D O CUM E N T A T I O N O F L IN E AR
Dryden Goodwin, 2010
4′ video

Linear was presented from 2010–12 across
the Underground as posters, leaflets, on LCD
screens, at key exhibition sites and online via
the Art on the Underground website.
This film, created by Dryden Goodwin,
presents the myriad ways in which the project
was displayed across the Tube.
Who is Community? and Linear were
both supported using public funding
by Arts Council England.
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